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Market Overview
After a volatile but positive January for equity markets,
February saw further but somewhat steadier gains.
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The Fed’s shift to a more dovish stance since the turn of the
year has helped dampen market fears of a broad and deeprooted economic slowdown, especially given the continued
absence of significant global inflationary pressures. Both
developed and emerging market equities moved higher,
with the S&P 500 returning 3.0% in February on top of
January’s gain of 7.9%, bringing year-to-date gains to

deserters from both the Tory and Labour parties. Despite

11.1%. Signs of progress at the US-China trade talks further

this, Sterling strengthened over the month as FX markets

buoyed risk sentiment, particularly impacting growth-

reacted to the apparent narrowing of options available to

orientated sectors with exposure to international revenue

the UK parliament towards either Prime Minister May’s

streams, such as technology, materials and industrials.

deal or an extension to Article 50. Sterling’s strength led

Even so, political uncertainty remains a headwind, with

domestically focused UK equities to outperform larger, more

risks to global trade still at the forefront of investors’ minds.

internationally focused UK-listed companies over the month.

The US Dollar moved higher over the month, supported by
better than expected fourth quarter US GDP growth data.
Gold posted negative returns over the month against the
backdrop of a stronger dollar and higher US interest rates.
In the UK, unsurprisingly it was Brexit uncertainty that
continued to dominate headlines as February saw the
much-anticipated splintering of the UK political system
with the formation of the Independent Group, made up of
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